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The number of distinct sites visited by a random walker after t steps is of great interest� as it
provides a direct measure of the territory covered by a di	using particle� We review the analytical
solution to the problem of calculating SN �t�� the mean number of distinct sites visited by N random
walkers on a d
dimensional lattice� for d � �� �� � in the limit of large N � There are three distinct time
regimes for SN �t�� A remarkable transition� for dimensions � �� in the geometry of the set of visited
sites is found� This set initially grows as a disk with a relatively smooth surface until it reaches a
certain size� after which the surface becomes increasingly rough� We also review results for a model
for migration and spreading of populations and diseases� The model is based on N di	using species�
where each species has a probability �� of dying �or recovery from a disease� and a probability ��

to give birth �or infect another species�� It is found analytically that when �� � �� �� � after a
crossover time t� � N����� the territory covered by the population is localized around its center
of mass while the center of mass di	uses regularly� When �� � �� the localization breaks down
after a second crossover time and the species di	use and get spread around their center of mass�
These results may explain the phenomena of migration and spreading of diseases and population
appearing in nature�

I� NUMBER OF DISTINCT SITES VISITED BY N
RANDOM WALKERS

One of the most important properties of a discrete�
time lattice random walk is the number of distinct sites
visited by a t�step walk ����	
� This quantity enters into
the description of phenomena ranging from relaxation
processes ����
 and diusion limited reactions ��������

such as defect annealing ����
 and exciton trapping� ���	

to the spread of populations in ecology ������
�

The analyses in the literature to date refer to the calcu�
lation of properties of S��t�� the distinct number of sites
visited by a single random walker� For this case� the
asymptotic forms for the mean number of sites visited�
hS��t�i� in any number of dimensions d are well known�
Knowledge of hS��t�i enables one to �nd a lowest order
approximation to the survival probability for the �trap�
ping problem�� in which a random walker moves in the
presence of randomly distributed static traps ��
� This
problem can be regarded as the simplest generalization
of the Smoluchowski model for the rate of chemical re�
actions of the form A �B � B� taking into account the
possibility of a concentration of B�s rather than the sin�
gle B envisaged by Smoluchowski ��������
� hS��t�i also
appears in the solution of the �target� problem ��
� in
which a single target is static within a concentration of
diusing traps� The survival probability in this case is
given exactly by exp��khS��t�i� ��
 �where k depends on
the lattice and the concentration of traps�� if the traps
are initially Poisson distributed�

The properties of the number of distinct sites visited
in the more general situation where there are N random

walkers in the system are not related simply to the sin�
gle walker case� Here we calculate asymptotic properties
of SN �t�� the number of distinct sites visited by N � �
independent random walkers�

The quantity SN �t� has direct application to any situ�
ation that might be conceptualized as a �multiple scav�
enger problem�� in which mobile traps �or scavengers�
react with stationary particles initially distributed homo�
geneously on the lattice� and a particle disappears when
any one of the traps reaches it� It can also be useful
for the analysis of simultaneous survival of several par�
ticles diusing in the presence of randomly distributed
static traps� which is the generalization of the trapping
problem described above ���� The probability for the si�
multaneous survival ofM of the initial N particles will be
given by a combinatorial factor times hexp��k SM �t��i�
where k again depends on the concentration of traps and
on the lattice� For short times or low concentration of
traps� this survival probability can be approximated by
exp��k hSM �t�i��
We consider the case for which all N random walkers

are assumed to be initially at the origin� The single�step
displacements are characterized by a �nite variance� so
that the t�step transition probabilities �in the absence of
boundaries� tend toward the Gaussian form predicted by
the central�limit theorem� The random walkers move in�
dependently of one another with the consequence that
multiple occupancy of a single site is allowed�

Reference ���
 �nds that the mean number of distinct
sites� hSN �t�i� passes through several distinct growth
regimes in time� At very short times� the simple expres�
sion is found

�



hSN �t�i � Atd �t� t�
� �Regime I
 �����

where A depends on the lattice� Eq� ����� simply states
that every accessible site is occupied by a walker�
Regime I holds so long as there are many walkers at

every accessible site�i�e� so long as N Pmin�t�� �� where
Pmin is the smallest non�zero occupation probability on
the lattice at time t� Then Pmin�t� � z�t� where z is the
number of nearest neighbors of a site� so Regime I must
terminate at a crossover time t� which scales logarithmi�
cally with N �

t� � lnN�

To discuss times greater than t�� we will calculate
hSN �t�i using generating function techniques� This anal�
ysis leads to a compact scaling expression for hSN �t�i

hSN �t�i � td��f�x� �t� t�
� �����

where the tilde denotes the fact that ����� holds for N
and t both large� The scaled variable x is given by

x �
�
N �d � �

N� ln t �d � �

N�
p
t �d � �
�

and the scaling function f�x� by

f�x� �

�
�lnx�d�� t� � t� t�

�
�Regime II


x t� t�
�
� �Regime III


Here the second crossover time t�
�

is

t�
�
�
�� �d � �

eN �d � �

N� �d � �
�

�����

The appearance of Regime III �for d 	 �� can be under�
stood from the following heuristic argument� In Regime
II� all but an exponentially small fraction of the walk�
ers are contained within a d�dimensional sphere of radius
� � t���� Hence hSN �t�i must be bounded from above by
the volume of this sphere� V �t� � td��� A second upper
bound on hSN �t�i is N hS��t�i� where

hS��t�i �
��
�
t��� �d � �

t� ln t �d � �

t �d � �


�����

is the number of distinct sites visited by one random
walker� A crossover in hSN �t�i will occur if the system
passes from one constraint to the other� For d � ��
V �t� � N hS��t�i for all t� so no crossover occurs�Regime
II holds for arbitrarily large t� con�rming the result �����
above� For d � �� �� we �nd V �t� � N hS��t�i initially�
but for su�ciently large t� V �t� � N hS��t�i� Thus t�

�
is

obtained from the condition

V �t�
�
� � N hS��t���i� �����

For d � �� ����� and ����� lead to t�
�
� Nt�

�
� ln t�

�
� so that

t�
�
� eN � this con�rms the result ����� above� Similarly�

for d � �� �t�
�
���� � Nt�

�
implies t�

�
� N�� con�rming

the result ������ One can interpret t�
�
as the time up to

which the walkers visit the same places very frequently�
For times longer than t�

�
� the walkers �almost� do not

see each other� and can be treated independently� Thus
one would expect the form SN �t� � NS��t� under these
conditions�
Following the same kind of reasoning� we can general�

ize the above argument to any spatial dimension d� The
crossover time to the �nal regime will be given by

t�
�
� N���d��� �d � �
� �����

This result is a consequence of the fact that hS��t�i � t
for any dimension larger than �� Equation ����� shows
the eect of the space dimension on t�

�
� it shows that

when the dimension increases� the walkers become �in�
dependent� at shorter times t�

�
�

The above results will be derived in detail in this pa�
per� The remarkable feature is the appearance of Regime
II� The behavior in Regime I corresponds to the limit
�N ��� t �xed
� the interface of the set of visited sites
is smooth and SN �t� is easy to understand �SN � td��
The behavior in Regime III corresponds to the opposite
limit �t�� N �xed
� the interface of the set of visited
sites is extremely rough and SN is also easy to understand
�SN � NS��� In Regime II� the function SN takes on a
unexpected and nontrivial form� The walkers are largely
con�ned to a sphere of radius

p
t �in contrast to Regime

I� where they populate a sphere of radius t�� the interface
of the set of visited sites undergoes a progressive rough�
ening� which is readily apparent on visual inspection of
the set of visited sites ����
We also carried out numerical calculations for hSN �t�i

using both the methods of Monte Carlo and exact enu�
meration� In particular� we con�rmed the scaling form
����� ���
�

II� MODEL FOR SPREADING AND MIGRATION

OF POPULATIONS AND EPIDEMICS

For populations and deseases� birth �infection� and
death �recovery� are important features that aect their
spatial dynamics� To include these features� �branching
diusion� models have been developed earlier and quan�
tities related to the mean number of �infected� species
hN �r� t�i at position r and time t have been calculated
������
� Since� however� the mean number of species
gives no information about spatial correlations between
two species� hN �r� t�i cannot describe eects like cluster�
ing or segregation that are observed in �eld experiments
������
� Here we review results ���
 for a �uctuation re�
duced branching diusion �FRBD� model� where the cor�
relations can be calculated analytically�

�



Consider N� species� initially located at the origin of
a d�dimensional coordinate system� At t � �� the species
start to diuse independently and death and birth events
occur at certain instances of time tk� The increments
�t between two successive time instances are exponen�
tially distributed with mean h�ti � ���	N �t�� At ev�
ery instance of time tk� one randomly chosen species is
removed with probability pd� and another randomly cho�
sen species is replaced by two species with probability
�� By de�nition� the birth rate is �	� The death rate
is �� � pd�	 
 �	� and the mean number of species
increases exponentially� hN �t�i � N� exp���t�� where
�� � �	 � �� is the growth rate�

By construction� the number N �t� of species shows
only weak statistical �uctuations around hN �t�i �that
vanish in the �critical� case� �	 � ���� which prevents
the community from dying out� In contrast� in the usual
branching diusion model ���
� where death and birth
events occur independently with rate �	 and ��� there
is a nonzero dying�out probability �which is one in the
critical case�� For the FRBD model the spatial dynam�
ics of the community can be treated analytically and the
correlations between the species can be calculated at and
above criticality�

Spatial correlations between the species show up most
clearly in the mean�squared pair distance� hr���t�i �
�N �N � �����

P
i�jh�ri � rj�

�i� The detailed analytical

treatment ���
 shows that in the critical case ��� � ���
hr���t�i can be written as

hr���t�i � 	��

�
�� exp

�
� t


�

�	
� �����

with a localization radius 	� �
p

�N� � ����	 and 
� �
�N�������	� Equation ����� shows that hr���t�i is linear
in t for short times t� 
�� while for large times� t� 
��
hr���t�i saturates and becomes identical to 	��� Accord�
ingly� after an initial spreading period� the species stay
together in one community� that typically covers a region
of radius 	�� The localization behavior for large times re�
�ects strong corrleations that are caused by the natural
asymmetry between birth infection and death recovery
processes �birth and infection occur only next to a species
while death and recovery occur everywhere��

These correlations also aect the dynamics of the
community as a whole� which can be measured by
the mean�squared displacement of the center of mass�
hr�cm�t�i � h�N��

P
i ri�

�i� This quantity is simply
related to hr���t�i and the mean�squared displacement
hr��t�i � N��

P
ihr�i i � t�

hr�cm�t�i � hr��t�i �
N� � �

�N�
hr���t�i � �����

Equation ����� follows directly from the de�nitions of the
three quantities� By substituting ����� in ����� and ex�
panding the exponential function up to the second order�
one can identify three dierent time regimes in hr�cm�t�i�

hr�cm�t�i �

�


�



�

t
N�

for t� ���
N���

N���
�N���

t� for ���
N���

� t� 
�

t for t� 
� �

�����

Only for very short times� t� ���
N���

� the center of mass
moves as in the case of independently diusing parti�
cles� In the intermediate time regime �

N�� � t
��
� ��

hr�cm�t�i � t� shows ballistic behavior while for long
times� hr�cm�t�i � hr��t�i � t� independent of N��
Thus we have found that in the critical case ��� � ��

the community shows a kind of migration behavior for
t � 
�! The mean�squared pair distance becomes con�
stant� hr���t�i � 	��� and hence the species are located
around their center of mass within a �ball� of radius of
	�� In this state of �dynamical localization�� the com�
munity as a whole moves like a single diusing entity�
For a growing community with �� � �� the mean

number of species is not constant� and the localisation
radius 	� in ����� depends on time� 	�� � 	��t� �
�hN �t�i � ����	  �N� � ����	 exp���t�� On the other
hand ����� shows that hr���t�i is bounded from above by
�N�hr��t�i��N� � ��  �t and accordingly� hr���t�i shows
a second crossover at time t�

�
� when 	��t� becomes larger

than �t�

hr���t�i �
� �t t� 
�
	��t� 
� � t� t�

�

�t t� t�
�
�

�����

Thus for a growing community the localization occurs
only up to times t�

�
� which is in the order of ����� and

the community starts to spread for t� ����� We there�
fore have two crossover times 
� and ���� in the non�
critical case �� � ��
In summary� we have found two dierent types of phe�

nomena� migration and spreading � In the case of migra�

tion� the mean distance between the species saturates
after some time� i�e� the population territory �epidemics
area� does not increase� but the territory as a whole
moves with time� In the case of spreading � the mean
distance between the species increases all the time� but
the center of the growing territory almost does not move�
Both� migration and spreading phenomena� occur in the
spatial behavior of population dynamics and epidemics
���������
�
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FIG� �� Schematic illustration of the trapping problem in
which the number of distinct sites enters explicitly into the
expression for the survival probability Psurv� �a� A single
walker� starting in the center of an in�nite square lattice�
can be trapped by �xed traps distributed randomly in the
plane� �b� N walkers starting at the origin in the presence of
the same set of randomly distributed traps� In both cases�
Psurv � exp��hSN i��

FIG� �� Contours of the surface obtained from snapshots at
successive times of the territory covered by N random walkers
for the case N � � for a sequence of times in Regime II�
Note the roughening of the disc surface as time increases�
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